In this paper we study the so called "warp drive" spacetimes within the U 4 RiemannCartan manifolds of Einstein-Cartan theory. Specifically, the role that spin may play with respect to energy condition violation is considered. It turns out that with the addition of spin, the torsion terms in Einstein-Cartan gravity do allow for energy condition respecting warp drives. Limits are derived which minimize the amount of spin required in order to have a weak/null-energy condition respecting system. This is done both for the traditional Alcubierre warp drive as well as for the modified warp drive of Van Den Broeck which minimizes the amount of matter required for the drive. The ship itself is in a region of effectively vacuum and hence the torsion, which in Einstein-Cartan theory is localized in matter, does not affect the geodesic nature of the ship's trajectory. We also comment on the amount of spin and matter required in order for these conditions to hold.
Introduction
There is no doubt that general relativity, with its description of a dynamical spacetime, is one of the most fascinating of physical theories. In its over one-hundred year history it has changed our understanding of the universe dramatically. For example, general relativity has provided an explanation for the residual perihelion precession of the planets [1] , and has predicted an expanding universe [2] , [3] . To date, general relativity, with the introduction of dark matter and dark energy, has passed experimental tests of very high precision [4] . With the more recent direct detection of gravitational waves from black hole and neutron star events, the tests of general relativity are no longer restricted merely to the weak-field regime. It can easily be argued, therefore, that general relativity remains a robust theory of gravity.
Because of these successes, any deviations of gravitational theory from general relativity are highly restricted. If the theory of classical gravity is not general relativity, then it must be very close to it, matching it almost exactly in the regimes in which gravity has been tested accurately. One rather interesting theory is that of Einstein-Cartan gravity [5] , [6] . It is arguably the simplest extension of gravity which includes torsion and does not alter the dynamical spacetime picture of general relativity. In fact, the Einstein-Cartan theory may be viewed simply as general relativity supplemented with torsion. In Einstein-Cartan gravity the spacetime possesses torsion as well as curvature, and in the limit that torsion vanishes it coincides exactly with general relativity. One reason Einstein-Cartan theory has not been ruled out is that the effects of torsion in this theory are rather difficult to measure. It is the spin of matter which couples to the antisymmetric part of the connection, and the spin is directly proportional to the modified torsion tensor. Therefore, outside of matter, there are no torsion effects, and gravitation is fully governed by general relativity, although the vacuum solution may now differ somewhat compared to that of pure general relativity, due to the source term having been modified by the spin. The small magnitude of the spin-torsion coupling, along with the fact that experiments validating or ruling out torsion effects must be done within matter possessing significant spin content, means that performing experiments which may invalidate Einstein-Cartan gravity is very difficult.
Under extreme conditions, however, it may be that the spin density of matter becomes large enough to produce serious deviations from pure general relativity. For example, in cosmology Einstein-Cartan theory has been shown to eliminate the big bang singularity [7] . As well, Einstein-Cartan gravity may naturally explain the flatness and horizon problems, due to the presence of small torsion densities [8] . In the realm of black holes it has been shown that the torsion leads to a non-singular bounce in gravitational collapse that otherwise would lead to a singularity within general relativity, [9] , [10] . Regarding more exotic solutions, wormholes have been studied within Einstein-Cartan theory [11] , [12] . Other studies in spacetimes with torsion include Maxwell fields [13] , Proca fields [14] , and Dirac fields [15] . (See also references therein.) Many of the above studies indicate that torsion in Einstein-Cartan theory acts as a moderating effect in gravitation. That is, torsion often softens the effects of gravity, eliminating seemingly unphysical effects in gravitational theory. It is with this in mind that we study here what are known in the literature as warp drive spacetimes within Einstein-Cartan theory. It is known that within general relativity (GR) warp drive spacetimes must violate energy conditions [16] , [17] and therefore it is of interest to study if the energy condition violation may be eliminated by the torsion effects of Einstein-Cartan gravity . For this we utilize the Weyssenhoff spin fluid description of matter [18] , supplemented with spinless auxiliary structure, whose rationale is described later. The Weyssenhoff description of matter has been rather successful in various studies in Einstein-Cartan theory [19] - [23] and it represents a fluid model whose spin content is manifest.
We choose to study the warp drive spacetimes for several reasons. Perhaps the primary reason is that it is generally interesting to study exactly what established theories may predict under extreme situations. There may be much that can be learned from studying the extreme limits of a physical theory. In this vein there is ample pedagogical value in studying exotic solutions to gravitational field theory. This, for example, was a primary motivation in the now classic paper of Morris and Thorne [24] (see also [25] ). Also, exotic solutions are interesting to study in their own right, as they serve to illustrate the richness of the solution space of field theories. There is no doubt that the warp drive, though not practically feasible, is an interesting solution to the gravitational field equations in much the same way as, for example, the Gödel universe is [26] - [28] .
A brief review of the Einstein-Cartan theory of gravity
We give here a short review of Einstein-Cartan gravity and of the Weyssenhoff fluid. Units will be used such that G = c = = 1, and these factors will be reinstated in the final analysis.
In the microscopic realm of relativistic matter, the rotational sector of the Lorentz group naturally classifies elementary particles within unitary representations of the group's rotations. The spin notion of a particle is therefore just as elementary as its mass. It seems interesting then that matter's spin content, unlike its mass counterpart (and by extension energy and momentum) does not play a role as a source of gravity in general relativity theory. The motivation behind Einstein-Cartan theory is to eliminate this asymmetry between mass and spin and so also include spin as a source of gravitation. Interestingly, since spin is a fundamental quantum mechanical property of matter, it may be that a quantum theory of gravity must include a spin coupling to gravitation in order to be fully consistent.
The key ingredient of Einstein-Cartan theory that causes deviations from Einstein gravity is the presence of non-zero torsion, T α βγ , in the spacetime affine connection Γ α βγ :
Since in general relativity the symmetric Christoffel connection,
, is utilized, torsion identically vanishes everywhere in Einstein gravity. It should be noted that although the connection is not a tensor, the torsion, being a difference of connections, is. Further, in order to make ties with the well tested theory of special relativity, it is demanded that the metric tensor is covariantly constant
where the covariant derivative in (2) is with respect to the full connection, Γ α βγ . A manifold in which (2) holds is called a U 4 manifold. Further, if one restricts the torsion to zero one will have a Riemannian manifold, and if one instead restricts curvature, but not torsion, to zero, one has a Weitzenböck manifold. Here we are concerned with the Riemann-Cartan manifold, U 4 , allowing for both curvature as well as torsion. Whereas upon transport around an infinitesimal closed loop, curvature yields a holonomy in the angle of the vector (see figure  1a) , torsion on the other hand preserves the orientation of the vector but instead induces a holonomy in its translation in the tangent space (see figure 1b) .
In Einstein-Cartan gravity the action is postulated to resemble that of general relativity,
with κ = 8πG/c 4 (in our units κ = 8π), g the determinant of the metric tensor, and L m the matter Lagrangian density. It should be noted that the curvature scalar R is to be calculated with the full connection of the theory. Specifically, the general connection is given by where the last quantity is known as the contorsion (sometimes contortion) tensor
Since the connection is not symmetric, the Ricci tensor in Einstein-Cartan theory will also in general not be symmetric. One must of course assume here that the metric tensor and the connection are independent quantities. In Einstein-Cartan theory the equations of motion are derived via variation of (3) with respect to the metric and also with respect to the contorsion tensor (5), which represents the non-metric part of the independent connection. This results in two sets of equations:
with G µν the Einstein tensor created out of the full (non-symmetric) connection, and T µν the usual (symmetric) stress-energy tensor. The covariant derivative in (6i) is also with respect to the full connection. The above two sets of equations constitute the Einstein-Cartan field equations. It should be mentioned here that the left-hand side of (6i) is actually symmetric overall, as it must be in order to equal its right-hand side. In (6ii) the quantity S α βγ represents the modified torsion tensor, sometimes known as the superpotential:
In (6ii) there is also present the dynamical spin tensor, τ α βγ . This quantity is the spin analog of the stress-energy tensor. That is, it contains the physical spin content of the theory.
By substituting equation (6ii) in lieu of the superpotential terms in (6i) one may re-write (6i) as
where the Ricci tensor is the non-symmetric tensor constructed out of the full connection, and R is its trace. Θ µν is the non-symmetric canonical stress-energy tensor with spin content. The antisymmetric part of (8) is automatically satisfied and therefore (8) is equivalent to (6i) and (6ii). Explicitly written, with all torsion and modified torsion terms replaced by spin tensors via (6ii), the surviving terms in (6i) or (8) yield the following equation:
with G µν α β γ the Einstein tensor created from the Christoffel connection 1 . In Einstein-Cartan theory the algebraic structure of equation (6ii) dictates that the modified torsion tensor vanishes wherever the spin tensor vanishes. Therefore, any torsion effects are manifest only inside of matter. Outside of matter the theory is equivalent to general relativity. As well, outside of matter, test particles (meaning here particles whose stress-energy and spin may be neglected for gravitational purposes) will follow the usual geodesic equation of general relativity. These properties of Einstein-Cartan gravity will be particularly desirable for the study here.
The physics of the spin is contained in the tensor τ α βγ , in much the same way as the physics of energy is contained in the stress-energy tensor. One may, for example, prescribe certain components of τ α βγ from some reasonable physical demands, being careful not to prescribe more components than the number of independent equations allow. Alternatively, one may resort to other physical theories, such as the theory of Dirac particles in order to construct a spin tensor out of Dirac spinors. In this work we will utilize the Weyssenhoff fluid description of matter along with a supplementary structure. As mentioned in the introduction, the Weyssenhoff fluid has been used in a number of interesting studies in Einstein-Cartan theory [19] - [23] . This model represents a fluid whose elements possess net (intrinsic) spin as well as stress-energy content.
It is useful to construct the spin tensor via a second-rank tensor, τ αβ , as:
with u γ the 4-velocity of the fluid. The tensor τ αβ is often known as the spin density. It is antisymmetric and is often subject to the restriction
This last equation is often referred to as the Frenkel condition [29] . It encodes a statement about the spacelike nature of spin. There is some debate on the suitability of enforcing the Frenkel condition when it comes to cosmological applications [30] . Strictly speaking it shall not be relevant for the calculations here as the study here is not within that realm. In the simplest of scenarios the matter will be unpolarized. That is, the spins would be oriented randomly. This implies that the average of the spin density tensor would vanish; i.e. τ αβ = 0, as well as its gradients. However, there are spin contributions in (9) which are quadratic in the spin, and it is generally not true that τ αβ τ αβ = 0. Hence, the quadratic contributions from spin in a macroscopic average will still contribute to the Einstein-Cartan field equations [31] . This therefore allows one to write equation (9) for the Weyssenhoff fluid as [31] , [32] G
1 One might expect to find derivatives of τ α βγ in the resulting equation due to the covariant derivative in (6i). However, these cancel with corresponding derivatives in the full G µν when the modified torsion terms in G µν are replaced with the spin tensor via (6ii).
where here the notation s 2 := τ αβ τ αβ has been employed. The vector u µ represents the local 4-velocity of the fluid. We take it to have the same functional form as that of the ship.
A few comments are in order before proceeding. First, the spin contribution, s 2 , is in principle prescribable. However, reasonable physics dictates that the larger the particle content, the larger the s 2 contribution. Therefore it may be desirable to make s 2 proportional to the fluid energy density. Second, the stress-energy tensor of a fluid is algebraically incompatible with the symmetries required for the warp drive metrics. Therefore, one cannot simply use a perfect fluid (or even an anisotropic fluid) stress-energy tensor on the right-hand side of (12) . There must be some spinless auxiliary structure to the matter in order to bring the algebraic class of the right-hand side to compatibility with the left-hand side. In the analysis below we leave T µν free. In other words, it is whatever is required in order to create the warp drive. It will in general be algebraically decomposable as Segre characteristic
where "aux" represents the residual algebraic structure (non fluid structure) of the left-hand side of the equation (12) . That is, the net stress-energy content is that of the spin fluid plus any auxiliary matter required for algebraic compatibility.
3 The warp drive in Einstein-Cartan theory
The traditional warp drive
We will first analyze the original warp drive of Alcubierre but within Einstein-Cartan theory [16] . This is arguably the most studied of such metrics. Its line element takes the form
Here the quantity v s (t) represents the coordinate velocity of the ship, v s (t) = dz s (t)/dt, so that the ship is moving in the z direction. Due to the complexity of many of the expressions required for calculation we will consider the ship velocity to be constant. The fact that energy conditions may be respected even in an accelerating scenario can be deduced from the lemma below. The Christoffel-Einstein tensor, G µν
, constructed out of this metric is presented in the Appendix. The function f (x, y, z − z s (t)) is required to be "top-hat" like with a value of 0 outside the warp bubble, and a value of 1 inside. Specifically, Alcubierre chose
where
, P is the "radius" of the warp bubble, and σ is a parameter which controls how close f (r s (t)) is to a true top-hat function. In this version of the warp drive there are contracting and expanding volume elements near the ship. However, it should be stressed that this is simply a by product of the metric (14) . The contraction has little to do with the arbitrarily high velocity of the warp bubble. The ship does not reside in that region of the spacetime and, in fact, by a modification one may construct a similar warp drive without the contraction of the volume elements [33] .
Staying within the paradigm of general relativity for the moment, it is easy to see that the spacetime generated by the metric (14) violates the weak energy condition (WEC). To see this let us consider observers in free-fall whose 4-velocity is given by
In accordance with the literature we will refer to such observers as Eulerian. As long as the observer is a test particle (meaning his/her stress-energy and, in Einstein-Cartan gravity also spin structure, may be neglected), this observer will correspond to one in free-fall. One may calculate the following quantity relevant to the WEC:
using (16) and of course the Christoffel connection for G µν , as we are currently working within general relativity. Note that the right-hand side of (17) is non-positive, and hence a negative energy density will be measured by the free-fall observers. The distribution of this energy density, T µν u µ u ν , is depicted in figure 2 . One may minimize the volume of exotic matter required by selecting parameters in f so that the function is as close to a top-hat as reasonably possible. However, then the derivatives in (17) become large, so although the volume of the WEC violating region is minimized, the severity of the violation in the region is increased. drive. This is the general relativity result on a t =constant slice and with the y direction omitted. Note that there is energy condition violation wherever the plot is negative.
Next we wish to analyze the original warp drive within the context of Einstein-Cartan theory. One potential issue is that, in general, the motion of free-falling particles in EinsteinCartan gravity does not coincide with the geodesic equation. The torsion in general will couple to any spin the test particle may possess, altering its trajectory [34] . (The trajectory will be neither geodesic nor an autoparallel of the U 4 spacetime generally.) Strictly speaking, in order for the test particle (ship) to move according to the geodesic equation, the spin of the test particle must be small (required so that locally created torsion can be ignored, as required for a test particle). Also, ideally the contorsion of the spacetime should vanish in the vicinity of the test particle [35] . This issue will be circumvented by demanding that the solution possesses no matter (or at least very little matter) in the vicinity of the ship, and therefore the test particle is located in a region where there is no torsion, and hence general relativity, and the geodesic equation of test particles, holds. The matter field which is responsible for the warp bubble will, of course, not be in vacuum, but since it is not a test particle but part of the solution of the field equations, its distribution will be whatever is required by the field equations in order to produce metric (14) and eliminate energy condition violation. Its 4-velocity, although mimicking that of the ship in functional form, is not one of free-fall.
In Einstein-Cartan gravity there is the extra degree of freedom introduced from the presence of torsion, via the spin. This extra degree of freedom is manifest in s 2 and may be utilized in order to attempt to eliminate energy condition violation throughout the spacetime. We will concentrate our analysis on the WEC/null energy condition (NEC) specifically, which we will refer to as the WEC for simplicity, as by simple extension to null vectors the WEC can include the NEC. The WEC/NEC stipulates that for any timelike/null vector v µ , the following weak inequality must hold:
and this inequality will be rewritten using (12) as
We know that where the WEC is violated in general relativity that the first term on the righthand side will be negative. Therefore, we wish to prove that the remaining terms on the right-hand side can always be made sufficiently positive in order to negate the WEC violation in general relativity. The proof that the WEC can always be respected is facilitated by the following simple lemma:
Lemma. Define χ µν := (2u µ u ν + g µν ) with u µ a normalized future-pointing timelike vector field. Then, for v µ a normalized timelike vector isochronous with u µ , the quantity χ µν v µ v ν is strictly positive.
Proof. We have the expression
which due to the normalized nature of the vectors may be written as
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for timelike vectors states that
which, due to the normalization of the vectors may be re-written as
The left-hand side of the weak inequality above is obviously positive, due to the timelike nature of u µ and v µ and the fact that they are isochronous (and of course also the fact it obeys the inequality). Therefore we conclude that (u µ v µ ) 2 ≥ 1. This then renders (20) strictly positive and thus the assertion that the WEC (19) may be made positive for sufficiently large s 2 is proven.
The extension to show that χ µν v µ v ν is positive for null v µ is straightforward.
Although we have shown that the WEC can be satisfied, from a physical perspective it is desirable to accomplish this with the minimum amount of spin. That is, with the smallest s 2 allowable. For this we consider as before the left-hand side (l.h.s) of equation (12) as:
where we will perform the calculation in the orthonormal frame (indicated by hatted indices).
Here e α µ indicate the components of the locally orthonormal tetrad, which we pick adapted to the motion as
although strictly speaking, since the analysis below will be in terms of invariants, any frame would be sufficient. In order to make the analysis of the WEC more tractable, the following parameterization for the observer 4-velocity can be chosen, which respects the condition vμvμ = −1 without loss of generality
where β ∈ R, θ ∈ (0, π), and φ ∈ (−π, π).
To limit the amount of spin required in order to respect the WEC, first a specific trajectory is chosen in which to calculate the following quantity throughout the spacetime:
Here the tilde indicates thatṽα is a specific 4-velocity. Equation (24) is, via (12) , the quantity which is required when the energy condition is to be calculated. This expression must be non-negative for all timelike vα in order for the WEC to be respected. The first term in (24) is completely determined from the metric (14) , save for the 4-velocities, and since it is what goes into the WEC for general relativity, this term will in general be negative for warp drive metrics. If it is negative, then s 2 is to be set such that (24) vanishes everywhere. This needs to be done specifically for the vectorṽμ which produces the most severe negative result in general relativity at any given point in the spacetime. In other words, one chooses an s 2 so that energy condition inequality violation in general relativity, for the observer who measures this violation most severely at a certain point, is canceled by the spin terms which arise in Einstein-Cartan gravity. This is to be done at every point in the spacetime, and may generally involve a differentṽμ vector at each spacetime point. It should be noted that in regions of the spacetime where the WEC would be violated within general relativity, this procedure will yield zero for the energy density as measured by the observer with 4-velocityṽμ in Einstein-Cartan gravity. Mathematically this is allowed. However, as mentioned previously, it is unphysical that spin should be present in the absence of matter. Hence, the procedure just described yields the absolute lower limit on s 2 which is capable of generating an energy condition respecting warp drive in Einstein-Cartan theory. From a more physical perspective, one must actually increase the value of s 2 , at least slightly, from this minimum value in order for the observer to measure a non-zero (and positive) energy density.
In principle, finding the minimum s 2 required (generally corresponding to the greatest WEC violation within general relativity) can be done via the standard extremization technique. One first sets the function (24)= 0, and solves for s 2 as a function of β, θ and φ (and, of course, the coordinates). Let us call this functionS := s 2 ; the value of s 2 which yields zero for (24) . One then evaluates the gradients
and simultaneously solves these equations for β, θ, and φ. Now one will have critical values of β(t, x, y, z), θ(t, x, y, z), and φ(t, x, y, z). At these values the functionS will be some sort of extremum. One wishes to find which ones are maxima (as this corresponds to the vector vμ which produces the most negative result in the GR WEC). This is done by forming the Hessian
where "cp" indicates at the critical points, and by studying the determinants of the principal minors:
If h 1 , h 2 and h 3 alternate between positive and negative at a critical point, then that critical point is a maximum. If a boundary is present it remains to be checked separately. The above procedure may be implemented in principle. However, in practice the warp drive spacetime is rather complicated, and the expression (24) is rather unwieldy. The lengths of the resulting expressions obscure any chance of reasonable analysis. Instead we are forced to resort to a somewhat simplified scenario. In other words we choose a special class of observers and calculate the spin required to respect the WEC inequality for this class of observers. Since the spacetime is x, y symmetric, we will choose the class of observers boosted in the z direction. In this scenario the 4 velocities (23) simplify to
We will find the value of β which produces the most serious WEC violation in general relativity, and construct s 2 such that it just cancels out this violation (keeping in mind the comment earlier that s 2 should be at least slightly larger than this). Solving for κ 2 s 2 under this assumption yields
Setting the derivative with respect to β equal to zero to find the extrema yields
which gives the extrema of κ 2 s 2 as
The boundary points, β → ±∞, need to be checked independently and yield
It turns out that the maxima occur on the boundary, β → ±∞. Using the values of (32) gives the minimum spin required in order to cancel out GR WEC violation for all observers boosted in the z direction. Again we stress that in a physical situation, the spin should be at least slightly larger than this. We plot this spin in the vicinity of the ship in figure 3 for v s = 1.2 and σ = 5 inverse length units. The resulting energy density, as measured by Eulerian observers using this value of κ 2 s 2 , is plotted in figure 4 . Note that this is everywhere non-negative. (It will be so for all observers by construction.) It might be interesting to consider the actual amount of spin required in order for this scheme to work. Let us consider the graph of figure 3 at the region with the highest spin density. Here κ 2 s 2 is approximately 5 m −2 at x/P ≈ 1. Converting the corresponding value of s to S.I. units yields an angular momentum density of approximately L ≈ 3.6 × 10 34 kg/(m·sec), or in units of , L ≈ 3.5 × 10 68 /m 3 . For the sake of simplicity, and for a very crude approximation, let us assume that the spin density is sourced by particles whose spin is of the order . This spin density then corresponds to N = 3.5 × 10 68 of such particles per cubic meter. As another approximation, the energy density, as measured by Eulerian observers is given by T µν u µ u ν , where u µ is of the form (16). This energy density is plotted in figure 4 . Near the maximum of this plot, also near x/P = 1, this energy density is approximately ρ 0 = 0.3 inverse-square meter, which corresponds to 3.64 × 10 43 J/m 3 , or a mass density equivalent of 4 × 10 26 kg/m 3 . (As is often the case with exotic solutions in gravitational field theory, the devil is in the details.) If the field sourcing the spin is, for example, a monochromatic photon field 2 (algebraic class of an anisotropic fluid) of frequency ω, then this energy density corresponds to an electric field, E, of approximate magnitude
where the free-space permittivity is 0 = 8.85 × 10 −12 Farad/m. Of course, this is assuming that all of the stress-energy present at this point is due to the photon field itself, which for this illustrative purpose neglects the presence of the auxiliary matter discussed previously. 3.5 × 10 68 photons per cubic meter, having an energy density of 3.64 × 10 43 Joules per cubic meter, would possess a wavelength of approximately 1.8 meters, which is not unreasonable, although somewhat large given the dimensions of the warp bubble for this example. Looking to other possible field sources, composite particles of high spin are unlikely candidates as they are found in unstable resonances. They also tend to carry too much energy due to their mass in order for them to be feasible in this scenario, as too much energy will tend increase the amount of spin required in order to equate the left and right-hand sides of the gravitational field equations. Fundamental high spin states are problematic in that it is difficult to describe point-like interactions of high spin in a consistent manner within a field theoretic framework, even in the massless case, although it seems within certain extensions of the standard theory it may be possible (see [36] and [37] for a summary of the issues and possible resolutions). One could perhaps utilize the arbitrarily high spin states allowed within the realm of string theory, although for low dimension these modes must be massive. Even though the spin density is rather high, the overall amount of spin and energy required could be made much smaller. This was the motivation behind the modification to the warp drive by Van Den Broeck [38] , which modifies the geometry in such a way as to minimize the amount of matter required for the warp drive.
The modified warp drive
Here we will briefly discuss the Van Den Broeck warp drive [38] in light of Einstein-Cartan theory. The method here mimics the analysis of the traditional warp drive above and so we only present the metric and the results. The Van Den Broeck warp drive minimizes the amount of exotic matter required by modifying the spacetime so that the volume in which the ship is located is bounded by a small area. In other words, a small warp bubble surrounds a throat leading to an approximately flat region with large volume. The line element is given by [38] 
The Christoffel-Einstein tensor for this metric is also presented in the Appendix and again we consider the constant velocity scenario. For the functions appearing in (34) we will make the same assumptions as in [38] . That is B(r s ) = 1 + α, for r s <P ,
with P >P +∆. The quantity∆ represents the coordinate thickness of the transition domain between the large volume inner region and the region which mimics the traditional warp drive. We use a function similar to (15) (B = 1 + f ), but with different parameters (P →P ), in order to model B(r s ). Using the above metric one calculates the quantity (24) and, again considering longitudinally boosted observers (28), we set the value of s by requiring that WEC violation is canceled for the most severe scenario. In this case it turns out that at certain points in the spacetime there are relevant extrema at the β boundary, β → ±∞, as well as at intermediate values of β for other regions. We plot these values of κ 2 s 2 in the vicinity of the warp bubble in figure 5 . The values chosen are as follows:
This actually corresponds to a tiny vessel, and the values are chosen only because they are useful for our purposes of analysis. This corresponds to a tiny warp bubble, whose innervolume is admittedly not practical but it yields an idea of the spin densities required for a non-extreme case (one whose area-volume ratio is rather mild). We use femtometers here since the idea behind the modified warp drive is to have as small a WEC violating region as possible.
From the plot in figure 5 it can be noted that the maximum value of κ 2 s 2 is approximately 150. This in turn corresponds to an angular momentum density of approximately L ≈ 1.9 × 10 35 kg/(fm·s) or 1.87 × 10 39 /fm 3 . This is of the order of 10 84 spin-1 particles per cubic meter. Although the spin density is extremely large, one might minimize the net amount of spin required due to the design of this spacetime. However, the issue of exactly how to support this spin density is subject to similar comments as made for the traditional warp drive above.
Finally, we show the energy density as measured by Eulerian observers for this scenario in figure 6 . The approximate value here, ρ max ≈ 0.6 fm −2 , corresponds to approximately 8 × 10 11 kg/fm 3 of mass density.
In closing we should note that although in principle it is possible to create an energy condition respecting warp drive within Einstein-Cartan theory, there are other issues with warp drive spacetimes which we did not address. For example, it has been shown that warp drive spacetimes contain an effective horizon, preventing the ship from possessing causal contact with points of the warp bubble when the effective speed becomes superluminal [39] . This issue may be alleviated somewhat as it has been shown that parts of the bubble are still causally connected to the control region [40] . As well, when semiclassical effects are taken into account it has been shown that radiation build up in the warp drive spacetime may become large enough to render it unstable [41] , at least at the semiclassical level. A full quantum analysis would require a theory of quantum gravity.
Concluding remarks
It has been shown how, within the paradigm of Einstein-Cartan theory, an energy condition respecting warp drive may exist, where no such counterpart is present in curvature-only general relativity. The Weyssenhoff fluid was utilized to calculate the spin density contribution, along with auxiliary structure to the matter which allows the stress energy tensor to be algebraically compatible with the warp drive spacetime. With the addition of spin as a source of gravity, the matter field supporting the warp bubble can indeed respect the weak energy condition inequality, and by extension the null energy condition. An attempt was made in order to minimize the amount of spin required in order to have WEC non-violation. For reasonable values of the parameters, we find that rather large spin angular momentum densities are required per cubic meter. The Van Den Broeck warp drive requires a much higher density, although in this case the spin distribution is located within a much smaller area, and therefore the net overall spin required may be less. Admittedly, these are rather large values and it is difficult to imagine how such spin densities may be achieved. However, the study does illustrate that in principle WEC violation may be alleviated in warp drive spacetimes within Einstein-Cartan theory. It also serves to show that solutions which are considered exotic in general relativity may be less peculiar within theories where spacetime torsion exists as an extra degree of freedom. The effects of torsion may therefore be non trivial in extreme scenarios.
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